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need now for racking of brains to find means of raising fresh
taxes in Germany. " But," he added, " even Bismarck could
not fight against imbecility. . . . Indeed, I think it's far less
often the badness than the foolishness of men that kills good
projects."
The conversation then turned to less important things.
The Prince praised the staying powers of Hans, one of the
three horses he rides. He asked the captain who was sitting
beside him how many times in the course of the years the
brown Wallachian had been round the island of Norderney.
Herr von Schwartzkoppen put it at about three hundred.
The Prince arranges his ride to coincide with the ebb, so that
he may have a wider stretch of beach.
The Prince considered the possibility of Hans getting too
old for work. " It's dreadful," the Princess remarked, " to
think of Hans being sold and put in harness. I think he
deserves a peaceful retirement, or we might even have him
painlessly destroyed."
" That's a question," the Prince said, " that ought to be
referred to Hans himself. Perhaps his love of life may make
him prefer social degradation to death."
The Princess told us that in Berlin the Prince went out
little except on horseback. They took their walks mostly in
the Chancellor's gardens, which were beautifully stocked with
old trees. She was herself an ardent gardener and had had a
flower garden planted in the park. " My husband," she added
with a smile, " now only makes three journeys in Berlin: to
the Scbloss, to the Reichstag, and to the Potsdamer Station."
I asked die Princess whether she intended in future to pay a
regular annual visit to the Villa Malta, and she replied: " As
long as my husband is Chancellor we can't consider that
seriously. A visit to Rome would be no holiday. In these
days we should be more overburdened with social obligations
there than we were when we lived in the Palazzo CajBFarelli.
The Ambassador at the Quirinal could only mix with what was
known as the f White * society. The Imperial Chancellor
must cultivate both * White * and e Black,' and this means
endless invitations."
We talked of the Bulows' last spring in Rome. The Prince
spoke of the Pope's engaging, dignified and shrewd person-
ality. Sturdza, who also knew him, agreed.

